Global Competition and Antitrust (GCA) brings together approximately 700 English-language databases of legislation, cases, news, analysis and commentary from the Americas, Europe and Asia-Pacific countries.

Global Competition and Antitrust - All
The GCA-ALL contains combined materials related to global competition and antitrust. These include cases, legislation, treaties, journals, and law reviews from Australia, Canada, China, European Union, Hong Kong, Singapore, United Kingdom, and United States.

European Global Competition and Antitrust
The EUGCA-CSLEG database contains global competition and antitrust cases and legislation from the European Union. It covers cases brought before the Court of Justice and the Court of First Instance, as well as texts of the Advocate-General's opinions, Orders of the Court and Judgments of the Courts. The legislation contains full text of legislative acts of the Council of the European Union, the European Parliament, and the European Commission reported in the Official Journal of the European Community, L Series, including international agreements; secondary legislation such as regulations and European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) general decisions, directives, and recommendations; and supplementary legislation (legislation resulting from agreements between member states).

International Mergers - The Antitrust Process
Text from Rowley & Baker: International Mergers - The Antitrust Process provides a comprehensive treatise providing information and analysis on the rules and filing requirements pertaining to international mergers. Information on 60 jurisdictions is provided, including the United States, the United Kingdom, the European Union and EU member states.

European Competition Law Review (ECLR)
The ECLR database contains substantive documents that have appeared in the European Competition Law Review. A document is an article, a note, a symposium contribution, or other materials published in this periodical. This publication analyses antitrust law in the United Kingdom as well as other major trading nations such as the United States and Japan. It also provides updates on recent cases and legislative developments affecting antitrust and competition law.

EC State Aids
EC State Aids, a comprehensive treatise, provides information and analysis on EC State Aids decisions. This renowned work provides detailed guidance on the European Community law and practice in this area.

Law Firm League Tables
Provided by Thomson Reuters Financial, Law Firm League Tables, available in PDF, provide you with information on corporate financing worldwide. Coverage starts from 2006.

Antitrust and Trade News
News and information about antitrust actions and trade regulation from newspapers, magazines, journals, newsletters, transcripts, and wires. Includes news about the Federal Trade Commission.

* Linking may involve additional charges depending on your Westlaw International subscription. Please check your subscription for your specific charges.
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Content Includes

International

GCA-ALL Global Competition and Antitrust - All
GCA-CASES Global Competition and Antitrust - Cases
GCA-LFLT Global Competition and Antitrust Law Firm League Tables
GCA-LEGIS Global Competition and Antitrust - Legislation
GCA-TREATIES Global Competition and Antitrust - Treaties
INTLHT International Herald Tribune
ILP-RPTS International Litigation Procedure
INVESTEXT-CURRNT Investext Current PDF Reports

Australia, New Zealand

AUGCA-CS Australian Global Competition and Antitrust –Case Law
AUSTLBKFIN Australian Banking and Finance
AUSTLLAWYER Australian Lawyer
AUSTRLFIN Australian Financial Review (Abstracts)
NEWZLHR New Zealand Herald
SMNRHLD Sydney Morning Herald

Asia-Pacific

AIWATIM Asia Times
ASIATODAY Asia Today (ABIX Abstracts Weekly)
AWSJWKL-ABS Asian Wall Street Journal
BANGKOKST Bangkok Post
BORDEOBUL Borneo Bulletin
BUSTMESMYABS Business Times Malaysia
CAMODIANT Cambodian Times
COMPUTASEIA Computer Asia
DAILYDAWN Daily Dawn (Pakistan)
FARNP Far East Newspapers
HINDUTIMES Hindu Times
JAKRTTP Jakarta Post
JATW JTN’s Asian Textile Weekly
KOREAHER Korea Herald
MACAONEWS Macao Daily News (China)
MANILASTD Manila Standard
MEDASIA Media Asia
SHANGHAIOLY Shanghai Daily
SHIPTIMESING Shipping Times (Singapore)
SINTAOD Sing Tao Daily

Canada

CANWIRE Canada NewsWire

China and Hong Kong

CHNGCA-LEGIS China Global Competition and Antitrust Legislation
AWCNBT China Business Information Network
CHBUSR China Business Review
CHINAECNWS China Economic News
CHINAONLINE China Online
HONGKONGJE Hong Kong Economic Journal
SCHMP South China Morning Post
XINHUAEN Xinhua News Agency

Europe, European Union

EC State ECSTAID Aids
EUGCA-CSLEG EU Cases and Legislation Combined
EUGCA-CASES EU Cases
EUGCA-LJR EU Journals and Law Reviews
EUGCA-LEGIS EU Legislation
ECC-RPTS European Commercial Cases
ECCLRPT EC Competition Law Reporter
ECLR European Competition Law Review

Japan

ANBTKYO-JP ANB-Tokyo
COMPIJAPAN COMLINE: Computer Industry of Japan
JAPANESEWORLD Japanese World
JAPANNEWS Japan News
JPINNW Japan Insurance News
JPENCJS Japan Corporate News
JPUBUSRSR Japan-U.S. Business Report
NIKKEIWJ Nikkei Weekly

Latin America

GASMCBRAZ Gazeta Mercantil (Brazil)
LATNP Latin American, West Indian, and Caribbean Newspapers

United Kingdom

UKGCA-LIF UK Law in Force
UKGCA-SI UK Statutory Instruments
UKGCA-CSLEG UK Cases and Legislation Combined
UKGCA-CASELOC UK Case Law Locator
UKGCA-LII UK Legal Journal Index
UKSCGCA-LEGISLOC UK Scots Law Legislative Locator
UKSCOGCA-LIF UK Scots Law – Law in Force
UKSCOGCA-ST UK Scots Law Statutes
UKSCOGCA-SI UK Scots Law Statutory Instruments
BELFASTTEL Belfast Telegraph
BLMBGBMKRTUK Bloomberg TV Bloomberg UK – The Markets
CNNWUBSTNTUK CNN UK - World Business Tonight
DTLONDON Daily Telegraph (London)
INDPNDT Independent
IRISHT Irish Times
BSX-MLSN Mail on Sunday
RL-INTM Rowley and Baker: International Mergers – The Antitrust Process
BSX-SCTMN Scotsman
TOPUKNP Top UK Newspapers

United States

FATR-CS US Cases
FATR-CODLEG US Statutes and Regulations
FATR-FTC FTC Decisions
FATR-ANTI FTC Antitrust Releases
GCA-ULA Global Competition and Antitrust –Uniform Laws Annotated
ATRNWS Antitrust and Trade News
CAPITALMT Capital Market
ENERGYNEWS Energy News
FORBES Forbes
HARVBUUR Harvard Business Review
INCOUN Inside Counsel
JBSCEC Journal of Business and Securities Law
JINFOTECH Journal of Information Technology Cases and Applications
LAWYER Lawyer
LEGALNP Legal Newspapers